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The International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) is deeply disturbed by the growing number of accounts relating to the unspeakable suffering inflicted on the civilian population in Ethiopia’s Tigray region – including mass killings.

There are also mounting reports that Tigray’s rich and significant heritage is falling victim to the fighting. ICOMOS is alarmed by news of intentional “cultural cleansing”, destruction of sites, and looting of manuscripts and artefacts in view of their likely illicit trafficking. The ancient city of Aksum, inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage List in 1980, has reportedly suffered damage and plundering, as have Debre Damo monastery and al-Nejashi mosque, among others.

ICOMOS notes that both Ethiopia and Eritrea have ratified both the 1954 Hague Convention on the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict and the 1972 UNESCO World Heritage Convention. States that adhere to these international instruments acknowledge that damage to cultural property belonging to any people whatsoever means damage to all humankind’s cultural heritage, since each people makes its contribution to the culture of the world. States Parties to the 1954 Convention and its Protocols commit to safeguard and respect all cultural property located in areas where armed conflict is taking place and avoid using or targeting cultural property as part of their military operations.

ICOMOS urges Ethiopia and Eritrea’s governments to take immediate and determined steps to prevent any further damage to the cultural sites of Tigray, to proactively strive to safeguard and respect all cultural property and affected local communities within the area where fighting is taking place, and to ensure that looted objects are restituted to their communities.
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